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COP23 - providing the floor

NRW finances public transport for accredited participants.

NRW is involved in security issues.

NRW actively participates in the debate on a CO$_2$-free future
NRW Climate Lounge during COP23

- 9 events - every workday evening from 5-7 pm (except 10th Nov)
- At Post Tower, Charles-de-Gaulle-Straße 20, 53113 Bonn
- Panel discussions and presentations
- On the COP itself – framework, participants, negotiations
- On climate issues relevant in NRW
- For representatives from municipalities, regions, enterprises and citizens from NRW and beyond
- For delegates, observers and journalists

More information at http://www.energieagentur.nrw/klimaschutz/cop23-nrw
NRW Climate Lounge during COP23

06.11. Introduction to the COP (expectations of COP23)
07.11. Climate protection at local and regional level – climate-friendly urban and district development
08.11. CO₂-mitigation strategies in companies - a contribution to the climate and the maintenance of competitiveness
09.11. Digitization as a pioneer for the implementation of climate protection targets
13.11. “non-Party-action” – subnational stakeholders engaging in global climate protection
14.11. Climate protection in transport – more than e-mobility
15.11. Carbon pricing – the future of market-oriented mechanisms
16.11. Energy research in North-Rhine Westphalia – innovations for climate protection
17.11. Evaluation of COP23 results and outlook COP 24
(tbc) Side Event at German Pavilion – „Challenges of a highly industrialized region - NRW and its energy intensive industry”

14.11.: NRW@Talanoa Space – „people and the climate“

12.11.: Co-host of Climate Summit of Local and Regional Leaders

Excursion programme for official COP23-participants and journalists – showcasing best practices in climate action in NRW (with BMUB)

(tbc) Side Event at German Pavilion – ”Cities and Regions as Drivers of Ambition and Action for Climate”
NRW and its international network

- Member of States and Regions Alliance of the Climate Group
- Member of Under2Coalition

Meetings, general assembly, receptions during COP23 – exchange with colleagues from around the world you only meet once a year at COP
Contact:
Tina Völker
Phone: 0049 (0) 211 4566 1436
Email: tina.voelker@mwide.nrw.de